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Abstract 

 

 

During his campaign trail, the President-elect announced increasing military 

expenditure to enable deterrence to maintain the security of the United States. However, 

limited quantitative research exists to determine if military expenditures effectively 

support deterrence. Moreover, current research does not estimate if possession of nuclear 

weapons, a democratic form of government, and alliances contribute to prohibiting 

militarized conflicts through deterrence. This article examines the determinants of 

military expenditures and its effects on increased deterrence by analyzing ten countries 

engaged in deterrence. A regression of military expenditures as the dependent variable 

establishes a baseline to identify predicted values based on the theories of nuclear 

deterrence, democracy peace, and free riding of defense burden within alliances. The 

regression further explores interactions between possession of nuclear weapons and 

democracies, between democracies and alliances, and between possession of weapons 

and alliances. Limited results convey that deterrence can be increased with increased 

military expenditure but at a cost. 
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1 

1. Introduction 

 

During the U.S. Presidential election campaign, the President-elect, Donald 

Trump, had advocated increasing military spending to improve military readiness 

“History shows that when America is not prepared is when the danger is greatest. We 

want to deter, avoid and prevent conflict through our unquestioned military dominance.”1 

The concept of deterrence summarized by Danilovic, states that it is a situation when one 

country is threatened by an unacceptable action, then this country under duress, would 

reciprocate by taking actions through military, economic, diplomatic, and other means of 

power to retaliate against the instigator’s threats.2 Moreover, the concept of deterrence is 

still practiced by ten countries that expend considerable national treasure to maintain 

military dominance to prohibit potential conflict with their respective enemy threats. 

Countries engaged in deterrence consist of China, France, India, Israel, Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea, Republic of Korea, Pakistan, Russia, the United Kingdom, 

and the United States. They conduct deterrence strategies by maintaining an arsenal of 

nuclear weapons, adopting different regime types, and through formal defense treaties.  

Quantitative deterrence studies have been ongoing to analyze how deterrence 

could be measured to provide insight into establishing national security policies. 

Estimations primarily rely on economic data, such as military expenditure and the size of 

these militaries. Many scholars have conducted research to determine the effects of 

military power and strategic balance of power amongst nations but estimating these 

                                                           
1 Donald Trump, “Military Readiness Remarks,” DonaldJTrump. https://www.donaldjtrump.com/ 

press-releases/donald-j.-trump-military-readiness-remarks (accessed November 11, 2016). 
2 Vesna Danilovic. When the Stakes are High: Deterrence and Conflict among Major 

Powers. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2002. 
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effects remain elusive.3 However, with the re-emergence of deterrence as a viable 

national military strategy to maintain order and security of many nations, current 

deterrence research is limited and does not estimate if nuclear weapons capabilities, a 

democratic form of government, and alliances contribute to prohibiting militarized 

conflicts through deterrence. Furthermore, limited research exists to determine how much 

a nation must allocate their national treasure towards military expenditures to enable a 

deterrence-based strategy. 

As the President-elect, Mr. Trump will soon take office, and he would have to 

revisit his national military strategy according to his campaign promises of increasing 

military expenditure to improve military readiness to enable military dominance, which 

will deter and prevent future conflicts. This article contributes to bridging the gap to 

identify if the balance of power can be maintained by limiting future conflicts through 

deterrence by increasing military expenditure. This article conducts a statistical analysis 

of the determinants of military expenditure to test the theories of nuclear deterrence, 

democracy peace, and free riding of defense burden within alliances to identify if 

increased military expenditure increases deterrence. 

2.  Literature Review and Theoretical Framework 

Current research identifies military expenditure as a topic of quantitative analysis, 

but limited research exists to determine if increased military expenditure enables 

deterrence. Analysis of determinants of military expenditures can assess the potential to 

increase deterrence by analyzing like countries with high military expenditure, and 

identify if the size of military personnel and expenditures remains to be an indicator to 

                                                           
3 Jan Ludvík, "The Poverty of Statistics: Military Power, Defence Expenditure and Strategic 

Balance,” World Economics 16, no. 1 (2015): 38. 
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estimate military power. This article adopts nuclear weapons capabilities, democratic 

form of government, and the number of defense treaties as independent variables based 

on the findings of Sample, Nordhaus et al., and Arvanitidis and Kollias’ research. 

Moreover, this article is grounded on the theories of nuclear deterrence, democracy 

peace, and free riding of defense burden to determine if military expenditure leads to 

increased deterrence. 

In 1998, Susan Sample published a quantitative study between military buildups 

and escalation into war to bridge the gap between previous research that generated 

inconclusive conclusions when identifying a connection between arming and escalation 

into conflict. Sample’s article attempted to overcome this methodological flaw by 

including variables consisting of dyadic disputes, mutual military buildups, the salience 

of territory, defense burden, power distribution, and nuclear weapons. This article 

conducted empirical tests through bivariate and multivariate logistic regression models to 

determine if buildups did increase the chance of armed conflicts compared to when they 

were absent.4 However, an article published in 2012 by William Nordhaus, John Oneal, 

and Bruce Russett analyzed the influence of how a countries’ external security 

environment affected their military spending by incorporating liberal and realist theories 

of international relations.5 Compared to Sample’s article, this research method 

implemented additional variables of arms races and alliance spillovers, ongoing conflict, 

democracy, and bureaucratic inertia to estimate military expenditure as a function of 

                                                           
4 Susan Sample, “Military Buildups, War, and Realpolitik a Multivariate Model,” Journal of 

Conflict Resolution, 42 (1998): 168. 
5 William Nordhaus, John Oneal, and Bruce Russett, "The Effects of the International Security 

Environment on National Military Expenditures: A Multicountry Study," International Organization, 66(3) 

(2012): 491–513. 
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these variables. Sample employed a variable identified as defense burden to assess the 

effects of mutual military buildups and also included the effect of nuclear deterrence 

theory that “countries will put their efforts into avoiding wars rather than into winning 

them because of the massive devastation possible with these weapons.”6 The variable 

defense burden was a static measure but also problematic because a high or low burden 

did not necessarily indicate a rapid military buildup. Sample’s research also 

acknowledged that most major state disputes in the aftermath of World War II have 

occurred between two nuclear states and the effects of nuclear deterrence is confirmed 

because between such countries dispute escalation are significantly less likely.7 

Meanwhile, Nordhaus et al. implemented bivariate scatter plots to generate empirical 

estimations for the determinants of national military expenditures to the mean probability 

of conflict.8 The authors also highlight the effect of democracy on military expenditures 

and conclude that autocracies spend 80% more on the military compared to democracies.9 

Sample concluded that military buildups have a strong and positive relation to increasing 

the likelihood of dispute escalation.10 However, Sample did not provide an explanation of 

other external factors that can influence military expenditures to enable deterrence like 

Nordhaus et al.  

Both types of research employed various datasets made available by Correlates of 

War. Nordhaus et al. analyzed 165 countries from 1950-2000 and focuses on four high-

conflict countries consisting of the United States, Russia, China, and Israel. Although this 

                                                           
6 Sample, “Military Buildups, War, and Realpolitik a Multivariate Model,” 167. 
7 Ibid., 171. 
8 Nordhaus et al., "The Effects of the International Security Environment on National Military 

Expenditures: A Multicountry Study," 499. 
9 Ibid., 500. 
10 Sample, “Military Buildups, War, and Realpolitik a Multivariate Model,” 173. 
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research accounted for the effects of the external security environment, unlike Sample’s 

research, these authors neglected the determinant effect of nuclear weapons and military 

expenditures. By discounting nuclear weapons, this oversight undermines their research’s 

objectives, as all four high-conflict countries possess nuclear weapons since the 1950s. 

Additionally, these countries invest a considerable amount of national treasure to 

maintain their strategy of employing nuclear deterrence. The research conducted by 

Nordhaus et al. was founded upon Kant’s liberalism concerning democracies but they did 

not account for the size of the military and its correlations with military expenditures 

conducted in 2015 by Ludvík. His article demonstrated that an analysis of past conflicts 

spanning 160 years ago does not clearly establish a strong causal link between military 

expenditures, the size of the military, and outcome of conflicts.  

Ludvík’s research analyzed military expenditure and the number of military 

personnel from the Correlates of War database. He focused on the “great powers” 

consisting of Russia, France, United Kingdom, Germany, Austria, Italy, Japan, the United 

States, China, India, and Pakistan spanning from 1850 until 1998. His research identified 

a limited correlation existed between high military expenditures and a favorable outcome 

of the war, but the size of the military personnel did not provide any explanations that a 

larger force is correlated with a favorable outcome of the war.11 Although Ludvík’s 

research explored the concept of balance of power by the realist theory of international 

relations but unlike the research conducted by Nordhaus et al., Ludvík’s research method 

lacked comprehensive empirical analysis to conclude that a weak relationship exists 

                                                           
11 Ludvík, "The Poverty of Statistics: Military Power, Defence Expenditure and Strategic 

Balance,” 38. 
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between military expenditure and military personnel towards the outcome of a conflict. 

Most recently, Arvanitidis and Kollias published an article to determine that global 

military powers consistently outspend on military expenditures to build military 

capabilities to establish hard power than what would be forecasted according to Zipf’s 

law.12  

The research by Arvanitidis and Kollias identified that nations such as the United 

States focus their national treasure to building hard power to maintain military strength to 

preserve international structure or the balance of power. In addition, this research 

identified that lower ranking countries did increase their military expenditures but 

suggested that they rely on the military strength of their allies and other major powers 

because while their military expenditures were increasing, compared to projections of 

Zipf’s law, there were less outlays.13 Moreover, except for Sample’s research, all of these 

research methods disregarded the determinant effect of nuclear weapons upon military 

expenditures. Most of the articles also focused on global and regional powers to assess 

the effects of military expenditure on the balance of power, and effects of external 

security environment on military expenditures. 

This article will revisit Ludvík’s assessment to examine if military expenditure 

and the size of military personnel can be the causal link for deterrence. Moreover, an 

empirical assessment of ten countries currently exercising deterrence based on their 

nuclear weapons capabilities, democratic form of government, and alliances can 

determine if the three theories of nuclear deterrence, democracy peace, and free riding 

                                                           
12 Paschalis Arvanitidis and Christos Kollias, "Zipf's Law and World Military 

Expenditures," Peace Economics, Peace Science, & Public Policy 22, no. 1 (2016): 41. 
13 Ibid., 41. 
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can identify the determinants of military expenditure to increased deterrence. This 

article’s theoretical framework attempts to identify a causal path between increased 

military expenditure leading to increased deterrence. The theory of nuclear deterrence 

projects that increased military expenditures should increase deterrence. Secondly, 

democracy peace theory projects that nations adopting a democratic form of government 

should allocate less of their national treasure towards military expenditure. Meanwhile, 

the free riding theory of defense burden will identify if nations with formal defense 

treaties (alliances) shift their military expenditure burden to another for mutual defense. 

3.  Data and Methods 

 The research method proposed by this article utilizes data available from the 

Correlates of War. Although many datasets are available, this article focused on the 

national military capabilities and alliances data. The national military capabilities data 

consists of military expenditures in current year U.S. Dollars in thousands.14 However, 

the currency measuring military expenditures changed between the British Pound and 

then to the U.S. Dollar since 1914. The data consists of other variables consisting of the 

number of military personnel, energy consumption, iron and steel production, and a 

composite index of national capabilities. From this dataset, this research focused on the 

variables military expenditures and the number of military personnel between 1928 to 

2007. The starting time for the dyadic data was identified as 1928 because China’s 

completed data were available after 1928. Since this research only focused on 10 

countries that are currently engaged in deterrence, selecting the earliest period (year) 

                                                           
14 David Singer, Stuart Bremer, and John Stuckey, "Capability Distribution, Uncertainty, and 

Major Power War, 1820-1965," Peace, War, and Numbers, Beverly Hills: Sage, 19-48, 1972. 
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based on the current currency (U.S. Dollar) and completely recorded data was an 

important factor to ensure the accuracy of military expenditures identified as a continuous 

variable within this dataset.  

Identifying the number of formal defense treaties was achieved by reviewing the 

variable labeled defense within the Correlates of War’s Alliance dataset.15 This variable 

identifies if a nation had signed terms to defend other nations (one or more). Since this 

research only focused on 10 countries, the number of defense treaties was limited from 

one of these countries to another country within this group i.e. Republic of Korea with 

the United States. Countries did not have any formal defense treaties, some only had 

defense treaties with another country, and some countries had multiple defense treaties. 

Countries without defense treaties were coded as 1, countries with one treaty as 2, and 

countries with multiple treaties as 3 to establish categorical variables for further analysis.  

 The number of nuclear weapons and the corresponding years of when they were 

added to a country’s arsenal was captured in Our World in Data, but the authors compiled 

this data from the Federation of American Scientists Nuclear Notebook.16 Nuclear 

weapons capable nations consist of China, France, India, Israel, Pakistan, Russia, United 

Kingdom, and the United States. The United States invented the nuclear weapon in 1945 

and had two weapons in their inventories, while India and Pakistan procured nuclear 

weapons in 1998. The compiled data augmented the Correlates of War datasets by 

including the corresponding number of nuclear weapons to the associated years. A 

                                                           
15 Douglas Gibler, International Military Alliances 1648-2008, Washington, D.C.: CQ  

Press, 2009. 
16 Mohamed Nagdy and Max Roser, “Nuclear Weapons,” OurWorldinData.org, 

https://ourworldindata.org/nuclear-weapons/. 
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categorical variable was established consisting of a country that did not have any nuclear 

weapons coded as 1, countries with 10 or fewer weapons as 2, and countries with 10 or 

more as 3. The dataset established categorical variables to identify the level of democracy 

corresponding to the Freedom House report “Freedom in the World 2016”.  

 In the 2016 report, countries were identified as being free, partially free, and not 

free at all. The result of this report was adopted to create categorical variables for the 10 

countries based on its survey methodology that “operates from the assumption that 

freedom for all peoples is best achieved in liberal democratic societies.”17 The level of 

democratic form of government corresponds into categorical variables where a country 

that does not have a democratic form of government is coded as 1, somewhat democratic 

as 2, and democratic as 3 based upon this index. Descriptive statistics are provided in 

Table 1 to indicate the sample size of 683 observations for the period between 1928-2007 

comprised of data for military expenditures and personnel, and a number of nuclear 

weapons. The mean military expenditure is about $31,776.5 million to maintain the mean 

of 1,379 thousand personnel and mean nuclear arsenal of 2,843 nuclear warheads.  

 

The research method consisted of a linear regression with military expenditure as the 

dependent variable and the independent variables as factors. This design incorporated a 

                                                           
17 “Methodology: Freedom in the World 2016,” Freedom House, https://freedomhouse.org/report/  

freedom-world-2016/methodology. 
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2x3 factorial design to regress a continuous dependent variable against categorical 

variables consisting of nuclear weapons (Nuke), democratic form of government 

(Democratic), and formal defense treaties (Alliances). The linear regression model used 

this equation to estimate future military expenditure 

Military Expenditure = β
0
 + β

1
(Nuke) + β

2
(Democratic) + β

3
(Alliances) + u. 

The method was further refined to include interaction amongst the three factors to 

determine if pairwise-products exist between military expenditures and nuclear weapons 

capabilities interaction with a democratic form of government. Subsequent pairwise 

products consisted of a democratic form of government interaction with defense treaties 

and nuclear weapons interaction with alliances. The interaction equations estimated are 

Military Expenditure = β
0
 + β

1
(Nuke) + β

2
(Democratic) + β

3
(Nuke x Democratic) + u, 

Expenditure = β
0
 + β

1
(Democratic) + β

2
(Alliances) + β

3
(Democratic x Alliances) + u, 

and Military Expenditure = β
0
 + β

1
(Nuke) + β

2
(Alliances) + β

3
(Nuke x Alliances) + u. 

4.  Results 

 

Since 1928, the size of militaries in the ten researched countries has been 

downsizing while their associated military expenditures have been rapidly rising. These 

ten countries consisted of China (CHN), Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (PRK), 

France (FRN), India (IND), Israel (ISR), Pakistan (PAK), Republic of Korea (ROK), 

Russia (RUS), United Kingdom (UKG), and the United States of America (USA). After 

the peak of wartime military spending and sizes by nations involved in World War II, the 

mean of annual military expenditures by current year US Dollars before 1950 was $5,800 

million to maintain an average size consisting of 1,822 million military personnel. The 

aggregate mean size of military personnel corresponding to these ten countries since 1928 
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to 2007 is demonstrated in Figure 1. However, since 1960 and the onset of the Cold War, 

the graph in Figure 2 depicts a steady increase in military expenditures but decreasing 

number of military personnel since 1990 corresponding to Figure 1. Since 1992, the 

average annual military expenditure was $60,061 million to maintain an annual average 

military personnel size of 969 thousand. One explanation for the increase in annual 

expenditures and a decrease of military personnel can be attributed to the introduction of 

nuclear weapons and high-cost weapons systems that the modern military employs. 

Furthermore, Figure 1 depicts a relatively sharp decrease in the size of military personnel 

yet an increase in military expenditures is depicted in Figure 2. 

 

In Figure 2, the large increase in military expenditures could be primarily 

attributed to the USA conducting wars in the Middle East from 2001 to 2007 while 

employing a smaller size of military personnel compared to previous wars.  
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Since 1944, USA has maintained an arsenal of nuclear weapons, which now includes 

CHN, FRN, IND, ISR, PAK, RUS, and UKG annotated in Figure 3.  

 

Countries with nuclear weapons consistently have higher military expenditures except for 

the ROK. ROK is an outlier that relies on their alliance with the USA to continue their 
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deterrence posture against PRK. By reviewing the results from Figures 1 to 3, this 

research supports Ludvík’s result that the size of military personnel and military 

expenditures cannot reliably estimate military power with the current trend of downsizing 

military personnel. Increased military expenditure, before 1990, can be attributed to the 

development of nuclear weapons, with the exception of Pakistan, countries possessing 

nuclear weapons have higher expenditures identified in Figure 4. This figure depicts the 

corresponding descriptive statistics for total military expenditures from 1928-2007 of 

these countries. 

 

A linear regression model analyzed the determinants of military expenditure and 

deterrence to determine if the model is theoretically sound. The model predicts military 

expenditure based on possession of nuclear weapons, democracies, having an alliance, or 

all. Further predictions were made based on having some or many nuclear weapons, a 

level of democracy, and having some or many alliances. Table 2 conveys that the model 

is in is in adherence to all three theories. With the nuclear deterrence theory, it suggests 
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that possession of nuclear weapons does increase military expenditures. With democracy 

peace, democratic nations allocate less towards military expenditures. Countries with 

some formal defense treaties exhibit free riding because nations with many alliances have 

higher military expenditures in Table 2. 
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However, Table 3 implements an interaction between possession of nuclear weapons and 

adopting a democratic form of government. This model predicts military expenditure for 

democracies with many nuclear weapons like FRN, UKG, and USA. They allocate less 

towards military expenditure and counter the nuclear deterrence theory, but the result is 

inconclusive due to the standard error and without any statistical significance level.  
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However, Figure 5 demonstrates that democratic nations with many nuclear weapons as 

FRN, UKG, and USA (3.3) along with nations with many nuclear weapons but not 

democratic as RUS (3.1) are predicted to allocate more towards military expenditure 

compared to other nations without or with nuclear weapons or with having adopted 

democracy or not. This test did not yield any statistically significant results because the 

conflicting results of Table 3 and Figure 5 are attributed to the outliers annotated in 

Figure 5. In Figure 5, USA accounts for all the outliers for 3.3 nations; meanwhile, RUS 

accounts for outliers for 3.1 nations. An interaction between nuclear weapons capabilities 

and democracies yielded an inconclusive result, as the outliers are the top two nations for 

military expenditure. 

 

The next model depicted in Table 4 conducted an interaction between a democratic form 

of government and allies to test the democracy peace and free riding theories.  
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Within Table 4, PAK and ROK demonstrate that having some form of democracy and 

having some alliances does increase military expenditure compared to completely being 

democratic or having some alliances, where ROK has a significance level at 95%. ROK 

has a higher military expenditure of $36,326 million compared to Table 2 results of  

-$29,061 million when an interaction between democracies and alliance are in effect. 
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By revisiting the research conducted by Nordhaus et al., the external security 

environment comprised of constant threats imposed by PRK can positively affect their 

military spending when engaged in deterrence. However, in Figure 6, RUS (1.1) is not a 

democracy and does not have any alliances but equally allocates more towards military 

expenditures compared to democracies with many alliances like USA (3.3). With the 

outliers of USA, Figure 6 suggests that democracies with many alliances allocate more 

towards military expenditure to enable deterrence. CHN and PRK (1.2) could 

demonstrate free riding of defense burden, but the results are inconclusive because Table 

4 and Figure 6 do not establish which nation spends more compared to each other.   

 

Table 5 depicts the results of an interaction between nuclear weapons and 

alliances to test the theories of nuclear deterrence and free riding. Nations that have many 

nuclear weapons with many defense treaties like FRN, UKG, and USA are more likely to 
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allocate towards military expenditure by $8,999 million when accounting for standard 

error with a significance level at 90%.  

 

Table 2 yields a theoretical increase in military expenditure at $66,059 million when 

accounting for standard error with a significance level at 90% and is $57,060 million 

more compared to Table 5 results. Results from each table indicate that nations with 
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many alliances have higher military expenditure to confirm the research findings of 

Arvanitidis and Kollias, which not all alliances are equal.  

Figure 7 depicts an interaction between nuclear weapons and alliances to enable 

deterrence for nations without nuclear weapons and without alliances (1.1). However, this 

result is inconclusive, as the ten examined countries do not meet this profile. ROK is a 

country without nuclear weapons and has some alliances (1.2), and Figure 7 demonstrates 

that they do contribute to the alliance; however, like Arvanitidis and Kollias’ conclusion, 

this nation’s outlays are less compared to USA. However, by including all outliers for 

USA (3.3), nations with many nuclear weapons and many allies have a democratic form 

of government. This identifies an opportunity for future research via 3x3 factorial design 

to determine if an interaction between democratic nations with many nuclear weapons 

and alliances like FRN, UKG, and USA allocate more towards military expenditure 

compared to their deterrence counterparts of CHN and RUS that are not democratic. 
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5.  Conclusion 

As Congress and leaders of the U.S. Government pivot the budget towards 

protecting the nation’s interests during a period of peacetime, effective appropriations 

decisions are necessary to maintain a capable military. To support deterrence, the U.S. 

must increase military expenditures to reverse the effects of the Budget Control Act of 

2011. The downsizing of military personnel compounded with the lack of military 

expenditure can negatively effect the implementation of deterrence strategy to prevent 

conflicts. However, policy analysts and decision makers must understand that increasing 

military expenditure to increase the size cannot reliably build military power and does not 

guarantee a successful outcome in conflict as noted by Ludvík’s research and this article.  

This quantitative analysis examined the determinants of military expenditure but 

yielded inconclusive results for interaction between nuclear weapons and democratic 

form of government. However, it concludes that not every alliance shares the burden of 

mutual defense equally. This result can support some merit to Mr. Trump’s conflicting 

thoughts on the United States’ obligation to honor defense treaties but “It reverses almost 

70 years of U.S. policy. If elected, it would potentially spark a very early major crisis 

because there would be real doubts about whether the U.S. would stand by its 

commitments in Europe and Asia.”18 As the President-elect transitions to become the 45th 

President of the United States of America, Mr. Trump, must revisit his campaign 

promises to increase military expenditures and honoring longstanding obligations of 

defense treaties across the world and not to undermine his stated strategy of deterrence.  

                                                           
18 Fred Dews, “Making sense of NATO on the US presidential campaign trail,” Brookings Now, 

https://www.brookings.edu/blog/brookings-now/2016/07/29/making-sense-of-nato-on-the-us-presidential-

campaign-trail/. 
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Moreover, Arvanitidis and Kollias’ article identified an unequal distribution of 

spending in 2012, whereby seven countries consisting of the United States, China, 

Russia, Germany, France, the United Kingdom, and India accounted for 65% of the 

global military expenditure.19 These countries are engaged in deterrence, and some are 

allies, but this research acknowledges that analyzing ten countries engaged in deterrence 

cannot determine military deterrence as a successful national security strategy. Since 

deterrence prolongs the potential for armed conflict because “almost all major wars have 

occurred after the failure of extended deterrence, that is, when at least one major power 

tried to prevent the other power’s attack on a third party.”20 As Mr. Trump increases 

military expenditure to enhance military deterrence, he must be cognizant that failure has 

significant consequences and consider economic and diplomatic deterrence options too.  
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